NY Times Institute on Environmental Journalism
Stipend Application Form

NAME:______________________________ SOCIAL SECURITY #:____________________

I certify that the information below is accurate to the best of my knowledge.

SIGNATURE:________________________________________ Date:_________________

---

Full and / or partial stipends for travel or fees are available for qualified applicants

The stipend application form below must be submitted with your admissions application by the admissions deadlines listed. No late stipend applications will be considered.

Before answering the questions below, please give the following matters careful consideration:

• Some applicants ask not to be considered for a stipend in the belief that requesting it may have an adverse effect on admission. This is not the case. Whether or not a student asks to be considered for stipend aid has no bearing on the admission decision.

Please check all that apply:

I receive financial support for professional development or further education from:
☐ my employer ☐ other source (government, grant, etc.) __________________

Requested stipend amount: $_____________ (or check: airfare ☐ program fee ☐)

Notes on filling out the application:

• Do not leave the assets section blank. If you have no salary or wages please indicate other sources of support, such as savings (list under “investments/assets”) support from family or friends (list under “support from family”), or government benefits (unemployment, disability, stipend, etc.).
• Do not leave the Financial Obligations section blank. If you are receiving free room and board and therefore do not have monetary expenses please describe your living situation in the notes section
• Use the notes section as needed to describe your particular situation, including exceptional medical or other expenses, loan payments, changes in employment, informal debts or other items that don’t fit neatly into categories given.